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Abstract  

 

 

This case series discusses the unique medical history of 3 patients found to ultimately have 

intracranial Rosai-Dorfman disease. All patients underwent surgical resection of at least 1 of 

their intracranial masses, all radiographically and initially histologically, thought to be of a  

different pathology. Final pathology revealed in all patients the characteristics most consistent 

with Rosai-Dorfman disease. 2 of 3 patients were successfully treated with one surgical  

resection. The third patient’s treatment has been more complicated due to the limitations of 

treatment options during pregnancy. Objective is to discuss and review the various treatment 

options for this disease process, and possible novel treatments considering complicating  

factors.  
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Abstract  

Introduction 

 

Giant cell tumors of bone (GCTB) are rare, mostly benign tumors that can be locally  

aggressive. The most common clinical presentation of GCTB is weakness or pain. The most 

common treatments include total resection or intralesional curettage, along with (neo)

adjuvant therapy on a case-by-case basis. Local recurrence depends heavily on treatment, 

with total resection having recurrence rates of 0-5% and curettage having recurrence rates of 

25-55%. Here, we present an interesting case of GCTB of the lumbosacral spine in a young 

woman. 

 

Case Presentation Presentation Presentation Presention Presentation Presentation  

Presentation 

A 19 year old woman presented to an outside hospital with 2 weeks of progressively  

worsening right lower extremity weakness and pain along with gait difficulty. Exam revealed 

pain-limited weakness of the right lower extremity. MRI revealed a 4.1 x2.6 x2.5 centimeter 

right paraspinal enhancing lesion at L5, with a small satellite lesion at S1. Subsequent needle 

biopsy was diagnostic for giant cell tumor with Ki67 30-40%. The patient underwent total  

surgical resection of the masses. A paraspinal primary mass at L5 and a satellite mass at S1 

were identified intraoperatively. The lesions were very well demarcated, and total resection 

was performed without complication. No (neo)adjuvant therapy was employed. The patient 

made a complete recovery with no recurrence 15 months postoperatively. 

 

Conclusion 

 

GCTBs are most commonly found in the epiphyses of long bones with extremely uncommon 

involvement of the spine. Per our review, this is the first case of combined lumbar and sacral 

involvement of GCTB. This patient underwent total surgical resection and made a complete 

recovery. Although there is some debate about optimal treatment modalities for these  

tumors, total surgical resection is well-supported by the literature. 
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Abstract  

 

 

A 39 year old male pedestrian was struck by a vehicle resulting in multiple traumatic injuries. 

He was hemodynamically unstable in the trauma bay and FAST was positive for  

retroperitoneal fluid. In addition to active pelvic extravasation, pan-computed tomography 

(CT) scan showed grade 4 retrolisthesis of C1 on C2, or complete atlantoaxial dislocation.  

Axial imaging was notable for an intact C1 ring with a small fragment fractured off the inferior 

anterior aspect of the ring. On initial examination, the patient was oriented and conversing 

and moving all extremities to command. He progressively developed respiratory distress and 

was emergently intubated, after which repeat imaging showed spontaneous reduction of the 

dislocation. After hemodynamic issues were addressed, the patient was taken for  

occipito-cervical fusion. The patient suffered a prolonged hospital stay due to extensive  

injuries, but continued to follow commands and exhibit good strength throughout all  

extremities. 
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Abstract  

Introduction 

 

Refractory pain resulting from brachial plexus injury is debilitating both physically and  

mentally. Current treatments have limited efficacy and are often resistant to medication, 

which can lead to narcotic dependency. Dorsal root entry zone (DREZ) lesioning may serve as 

a valuable alternative for managing this condition. We present a case of post-brachial injury 

refractory pain that failed spinal cord stimulation (SCS) but was treated successfully with 

DREZ.  

 

Case Presentation Presentation Presentation Presention Presentation Presentation  

Presentation 

A 36-year-old male with chronic complete right brachial plexus injury from avulsion of  

multiple nerve roots following a motorcycle accident presented with chronic narcotic  

dependence. His severe pain in the C6, C7, C8, and T1 distributions was disabling despite 

neuropathic pain medication and escalation of narcotic use. A trial of conventional SCS failed 

due to poor topographical coverage. Two years later the pain intensity worsened and a second 

SCS trial with placement of a paddle lead using burst therapy was attempted. Initial pain  

relief was partial and lasted less than 3 days. A week later the patient underwent SCS paddle 

lead removal and C5 to T1 right DREZ lesioning with C4 to T1 laminoplasty. Using a 2 mm  

insulated neurotomy electrode, 83 lesions were made at 75°C for 15 seconds. Five months 

postoperatively, 50% pain improvement and decreased narcotic consumption was noted. 

 

Conclusion 

 

While SCS should remain the first surgical treatment option for refractory brachial plexus 

pain, DREZ lesioning can achieve significant pain relief with low morbidity. When faced with 

refractory brachial plexus injury pain, a SCS paddle lead trial can be attempted first. If the 

trial fails, removal of the paddle lead can be done in the same setting of DREZ lesioning.  
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Abstract  
 

Introduction 

 

Digoxin encephalopathy has been reported without other features of digoxin toxicity. There 

are no evidence-based guidelines for the management of mild to moderate toxicity, and  

treatment options vary amongst institutions. Severe toxicity requires hospitalization and  

consideration of digoxin-specific antibody fragments. More specifically, intrathecal  

administration of digoxin has been reported to be safe at certain dosages in animal studies, 

and accidental intrathecal administration of digoxin with spinal anesthesia has been reported 

without any neurological sequelae. blank blank blank blank bank blank blank blank blank  

 

Case Series P      resblankentation Presentation Presention Presentation Presentatio 

 

We present two cases of accidental intrathecal administration of digoxin in pregnant patients 

at an outside facility during spinal anesthesia who developed quadriplegia. Both patients had 

immediate post procedure decreased mental status followed by seizure activity and  

subsequent intubation for airway protection. Both had brain MRI/MRA significant for  

diminutive intracranial vasculature and bilateral frontal/temporal restriction with cortical rib-

boning. Spinal MRIs showed central cord edema with T2 signal changes. Lumbar punctures 

revealed high opening pressure with elevated white blood cell counts and protein and low  

glucose. Both were treated with empiric antibiotics for meningitis, antiepileptics, and high 

dose IV steroids for possible ventriculitis and spinal cord edema. It was discovered that both 

had been given intrathecal digoxin during their Cesarean sections, and the digoxin antidote 

was given with initiation of hemodialysis. Antiepileptic medications and steroids were weaned 

off appropriately. Repeat MRIs showed resolution of edema/myelopathy of the cervical spinal 

cord but persistent thoracic patchy signal intensity. One patient continues to have paraplegia 

of her limbs while the other was discharged with minimal proximal weakness in her lower  

extremities. Both were discharged to inpatient rehab for further care. Blank blank blank blank   

 

Conclusion 

 

Digoxin encephalopathy is a rare occurrence and to the best of our knowledge, this is the 2nd 

and 3rd reports of an accidental intrathecal administration of digoxin with neurological  

sequelae. We highlight the clinical presentation, workup, as well as radiological findings and 

management.  
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Abstract  

Introduction 

 

Cervical spondylotic myelopathy (SM) is the most common cause of spinal cord dysfunction in 

individuals >55 years. Diagnosis may be delayed due to its insidious course and oftentimes 

late symptomatic presentation. In severe form, SM can predispose acute spinal cord injury 

and postoperative quadriplegia during non-spinal surgeries. Few accounts of this phenomena 

exist within the literature. We hope to illustrate the importance of early diagnosis, disease 

pathophysiology, and intra-operative management of SM in non-spinal surgeries. 

Methods 

 

A 68-year-old male with prior cervical fusion for SM presented for elective inguinal hernia  

repair. Preoperative evaluation was intact except slightly decreased cervical extension and  

positive Hoffman’s sign. Baseline mean arterial pressure (MAP) was 95 mmHg and an  

uneventful non-fiberoptic intubation was performed. Intraoperative positioning included steep 

Trendelenburg and liberalized MAPs into the mid-70s mmHg. Postoperative course was  

complicated by American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) Impairment Scale (AIS) type B  

spinal cord injury, acute onset tetraparesis, and a T4 sensory level. Cervical MRI showed  

severe spinal stenosis at the C6-7 level with adjacent cord signal changes. The patient  

underwent urgent C6-7 anterior cervical discectomy and fusion (ACDF) with neurological  

improvement to AIS type D. 

Discussion 

 

Literature review demonstrates 17 other cases of iatrogenic SCI with tetraplegia following 

elective non-spinal surgeries. There is consensus that neutral spinal cord positioning is not 

sufficient to ensure against intraoperative spinal cord injury; rather maintaining cord  

perfusion is imperative. Relative hypoperfusion secondary to venous congestion from  

Trendelenburg positioning may further exacerbate cord ischemia thus illustrating the  

importance of heightened awareness for this common degenerative pathology and medical 

comorbidity. 

Conclusion 

 

Pre-operative evaluation for non-spine surgeries should include heightened awareness of SM 

and a focused neurological exam, specifically looking for findings consistent with myelopathy. 

Referral to spine surgeons for evaluation and clearance for elective non-spine surgery should 

be considered. 
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Abstract  

Background 

 

Vestibular schwannomas (VS) are common benign tumors that account for 8% of intracranial 

lesions. Intratumoral hemorrhage is known to occur in approximately 11% of brain tumors. As 

such, intratumoral hemorrhage (ITH) in a VS is a rare occurrence. VS’s that develop  

intratumoral hemorrhage typically are faster growing, and the hemorrhagic event is often  

associated with acute onset of neurologic deficits. Reported risk factors for hemorrhage  

include: hypertension, excessive physical activity, head trauma, tumor size, and use of  

anticoagulant medications.  The following is a presentation of a patient with rapidly  

progressive neurologic symptoms and imaging revealing intratumoral hemorrhage within a 

vestibular schwannoma. Blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank   

 

Case Presentation Presentation Presentation Presention Presentation Presentation  

Presentation 

A 40-year-old male presented with the acute onset of a severe headache, nausea, vomiting, 

left-sided facial weakness, nystagmus, and complete left-sided hearing loss. He reported a 

preceding several week history of mild headaches, dizziness, mild progressive left-sided  

hearing loss, tinnitus, and facial numbness. Neurologic exam demonstrated a House-

Brackman 2 left-sided weakness and complete left-sided hearing loss. Computed tomography 

(CT) revealed a 4.1 x 2.7 centimeter cystic left cerebellopontine angle mass with associated 

acute hemorrhage. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) demonstrated a largely cystic  

vestibular schwannoma emanating from the left internal auditory canal with a large  

intratumoral hemorrhage. The tumor was approached via a left-sided retrosigmoid craniotomy 

and a large intratumoral hematoma was initially evacuated. The facial nerve was significantly  

deformed over the anterior aspect of the tumor and was preserved. A gross total resection 

was achieved and facial function improved to House-Brackmann 1 at three-month follow-up. 

There has been no evidence of tumor recurrence on one-year follow-up MRI. Blank blank blank  

 

Conclusion 

 

The incidence of ITH in VS is rare but should be considered in a patient presenting with  

rapidly progressive neurologic symptoms localizing to the posterior fossa. To the best of our 

knowledge, there are approximately 50 published cases in the literature. Early surgical  

resection is necessary to permit decompression of the brainstem and facial nerve, preserve 

neurological function, and to avoid the risk of repeated hemorrhage.  
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Abstract  

Background 

 

The prevalence of intracranial aneurysms (IA) is higher in patients with internal carotid artery 

(ICA) stenosis. It is postulated that changes in blood flow distal to the stenotic artery result in 

alterations in vessel wall shear stress, thereby leading to IA formation. Additionally, severe 

stenosis or occlusion of one ICA may result in increased demand and altered hemodynamics 

in the contralateral ICA, thus increasing the risk of IA formation in the distribution of the  

nonstenotic artery. A review of the literature revealed multiple case reports/ series regarding 

the association of ICA stenosis and IA. However, the majority of publications describe patients 

with a single aneurysm. ank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank   

 

Case Presentation Presentation Presentation Presention Presentation Presentation  

Presentation 

A 50-year-old female with a chronic asymptomatic right ICA occlusion presented with diffuse 

subarachnoid hemorrhage. Angiography revealed an 8 x 5 mm anterior communicating 

(ACOM) artery aneurysm, left paraclinoid aneurysm, left middle cerebral artery (MCA)  

bifurcation aneurysm, and left anterior temporal artery aneurysm. Brisk filling of the right  

anterior circulation via the ACOM artery was also identified, signifying increased demand on 

the left internal carotid circulation. Complete obliteration of the ACOM, paraclinoid, and MCA 

bifurcation aneurysms were achieved with coil embolization. The anterior temporal aneurysm 

was obliterated with clipping one month later. All coiled aneurysms remained obliterated on a 

6 week follow up angiogram. nk blank blank blank blank bnalnownoethohtowhtoewnfoafhwo teho wno hwoh wot blank  

 

Conclusion 

 

We performed a literature search of patients with concurrent ICA stenosis and IA and  

evaluated the differences between those patients with a single IA and those with multiple IA. 

A higher percentage of those patients with multiple IA were found to have those IA on the 

side contralateral (25%) to the stenosis versus the ipsilateral side (6%). We discuss our  

patient in the context of potential hemodynamic changes that may have resulted in her  

multiple IAs and review the existing literature regarding ICA stenosis and IA.  
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Abstract  

Background 

 

“White Cord Syndrome” or reperfusion injury of chronically ischemic areas of the spinal cord is 

a relatively newly defined etiology in spinal surgery.  This rare syndrome is characterized as 

unexplained new neurological deficits following an anterior or posterior decompressive cervical 

procedure.  The radiographic hallmark is the presence of hyperintense T2 intramedullary  

signal change following a decompressive procedure without other pathologic changes. We 

present an additional case of this complication.  ank blank blank blank blank blank blank 

blank blank blank blank   

Case Presentation Presentation Presentation Presention Presentation Presentation  

Presentation 

A 79 M presented in consultation for advanced cervical myelopathy.  He had experienced 3 

weeks of worsening gait instability, falls, and issues with hand dexterity.  Three days prior to 

presentation his lower extremity weakness had worsened to the point he was no longer able 

to ambulate.  MRI of the cervical spine demonstrated severe central canal stenosis secondary 

to spondylosis with T2 hyperintensity correlating to myelomalacia. He underwent an uncom-

plicated posterior cervical decompression and fusion and awoke with worsened right hemi-

paresis from neurologic baseline. MRI brain was negative for acute infarct and cervical MRI 

demonstrated adequate decompression but worsened T2 signal changes. The patient’s weak-

ness improved with maintaining MAP goals, steroids and physical therapy.  He was eventually 

discharged to an acute rehabilitation facility. nk blank blank blank blank bnalnownoethohtowhtoewnfoafhwo 

teho wno hwoh wot blank  

 

Conclusion 

 

“White Cord Syndrome” is rare and has only been reported in 3 other patients upon review of 

the literature.  Our case is the 4th in general and 2nd after posterior cervical decompression. 

The pathophysiology is thought to be due to a reperfusion type injury of chronically ischemic 

areas of the spinal cord.  All patients to date have improved following steroid administration, 

therapy, and acute rehabilitation including our patient. Spine surgeons should be aware of 

this potentially devastating complication and how to properly manage these patients’ postop-

erative care.  
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Abstract  

Here we report two cases utilizing virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) for the  

preoperative planning and intraoperative visualization of intracranial aneurysms. Digital  

Subtraction Angiography Imaging of the aneurysms were acquired and underwent processing 

to generate three-dimensional (3D) anatomical models. After conventional planning and head 

positioning, junior and senior residents made final adjustments in positioning based on VR 

renditions. We also analyze the status of immersive technology and its future applications in 

the neurosurgical education setting. 
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Abstract  

Introduction 

 

Skull base meningiomas (SBM) often encompass major intracranial vessels. Injury to these 

vessels during surgical resection is rare however management of such complications is tough. 

The goals of our study are: 1. Retrospectively evaluate the incidence and outcomes of major 

vessel iatrogenic injury during removal of SBM at our institution and provide critical video 

analysis of the complication. 2. Perform a systematic review of literature to analyze the  

factors associated with the major vessel injury, technical pearls and outcomes.  

 

Methods 

 

Retrospective analysis was done for major vessel injuries (ICA,VA and Basilar artery or its 

major branch) during SBM resections during 2010-August 2018 done at an United States  

Academic Center. We evaluated the videos for the complications and present for critical  

analysis. Systematic review of literature was done using standard PRIMSA guidelines for data 

collection through EMBASE, Cochrane, PubMed, Google Scholar databases for the years 2000-

2018.  

 

Results 

 

A total of 155 patients of SBM were operated and 3 cases were identified with major vessel 

iatrogenic injury (<2%). One patient died and one had poor GOS outcome, and one had good 

outcome. The factors identified for the injury were: 1. Age > 70 years 2. Injury during blunt 

dissection off the carotid artery. 3. Bilateral encasement of the carotid/anterior  

communicating artery and 4. Higher grade meningioma. One of the injuries could not be  

repaired and in the other case carotid artery was sacrificed. Systematic review revealed that 

major vessel injury is reported in < 1% and major branches injury is reported in < 3% of  

cases. Summary of challenging factors associated with vascular iatrogenic injury reported are: 

1. Encasement of vessel (more common if the carotid caliber is compromised) 2. Lack of 

arachnoid plane around the arteries. 3. Older age patients with associated atherosclerosis.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Major cerebral artery injury in skull base meningiomas are rare but outcomes are generally 

poor. Even blunt dissection could be devastating if the artery wall is compromised by the  

tumor and patient has associated vascular pathology as determined by our critical video  

analysis. Partial or complete encasement of the vessel wall and lack of arachnoid plane is a 

high risk for vascular injury.  
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Abstract  
 

Introduction 

 

The presence of an arteriopathy in patients with sickle cell disease (SCD) similar to Moyamoya 

syndrome (MMS) has been recognized and has been noted to further increase the risk of  

recurrent strokes in the setting of SCD. While chronic transfusion therapy (CTT) is an  

excellent option for preventing recurrent stroke for most patients with SCD; in this subset 

with MMS, it fails as a long-term solution.  Cerebral revascularization, in the form of EC-IC  

bypass, has gradually evolved as an effective counter to prevent recurrent strokes in this  

cohort. We review the evolution of this paradigm shift in the management protocol of SCD  

patients with recurrent cerebral ischemic events and analyze its impact on patient outcome. 

 

Methods 

 

A systematic review of literature, adhering to the PRISMA protocol, was conducted to analyze 

the role of cerebral revascularization in preventing strokes in patients of SCD with MMS. The 

primary objectives of the review were: 1.) to study the evolution of cerebral revascularization 

techniques in the management of MMS in SCD; and 2.) to analyze the impact of neurosurgical 

intervention in this high-risk population. In addition, a retrospective case series of 4 patients 

with SCD and associated MMS, who underwent cerebral revascularization at our institute is 

presented. 

 

Results 

 

A summary of 12 articles chronicling the advent and subsequent evolution of cerebral  

revascularization as a viable treatment strategy for stroke prevention in SCD patients with 

MMS, is presented. Literature review suggests early detection and surgical intervention in this 

cohort could significantly reduce stroke recurrence and improve overall neuro-cognitive  

outcome, over and above CTT. Our institutional series of 4 patients (2-adult; 2-pediatric), 

who underwent 5 cerebral revascularization procedure (3-direct; 2-indirect), adds credence to 

the results of our literature review.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Our review of literature emphasizes the use of a standardized protocol for early identification 

(with TCD), appropriate evaluation (with MRA), and prompt treatment (with CTT and cerebral 

revascularization) for SCD-associated MMS. A 5- to 6- fold risk-reduction in stroke recurrence 

after bypass surgery has been reported in this specific patient population. In order to properly 

assess the efficacy of cerebral revascularization in preventing stroke in patients with SCD-

associated MMS, a prospective, controlled, multi-center trial is the need of the hour. 
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Abstract  
 
 

Unruptured brain arteriovenous malformations (bAVMs) are a complex pathology with  

potential to lead to disabling or fatal intracranial hemorrhage. Treatment approaches for these 

lesions have included microsurgical resection, endovascular embolization, stereotactic  

radiosurgery (SRS), medical management, and any combination of these modalities, but the 

optimal treatment approach for unruptured bAVMs remains contested. Here we present a  

novel treatment algorithm employed for the staged obliteration of an unruptured Spetzler-

Martin grade IV bAVM in a young female patient employing a combination of stereotactic  

radiosurgery and microsurgical resection. We then review the existing literature regarding the 

treatment of high grade, unruptured bAVMs and use of radiosurgery in combination with  

microsurgical resection for treatment of bAVMs to establish a rationale for further  

investigation into this unique treatment algorithm. 
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Abstract  

Introduction 

 

Aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (aSAH) remains a devastating disease despite  

advances in treatment and management. We report our aSAH mortality rates at a low-volume 

certified comprehensive stroke center.  

 

Methods 

 

We conducted a retrospective analysis of patients with aSAH admitted to our comprehensive 

stroke center in New Orleans, Louisiana from August 2015 through June 2018. Primary  

outcome of interest was defined as survival at the time of discharge.  Baseline characteristics 

between patients of different subtypes were compared using Pearson Chi Square, Fisher’s  

Exact, and Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests as appropriate. Survival curves were calculated using the 

Kaplan–Meier estimator and survival function. 

 

Results 

 

A total of 77 aSAH patients were included with 93% undergoing either endovascular(70%) or 

microsurgical(22%) treatment. Mortality rates at discharge for HH 1,2,3,4, and 5 were 

0,0,0,36, and 83% respectively. Patients died at post-bleed day 1-3(50%) or 6-14(50%).  

Initial hemorrhage was the most common cause of death(57.1%), followed by medical  

complications(28.5%), and delayed neurologic injury(14.2%). Comparison of cases grouped 

into 18-month ‘epochs’ showed significant improvements in mortality (17.1% from 

33.3%,p=0.02). 

 

Conclusion 

 

We report a low overall mortality rate with a multimodal distribution, with no in-hospital  

mortality in HH grade 1, 2, and 3 patients. We believe our data is representative of the  

improvements in care of aSAH, and that these patients can be successfully treated in a low 

volume center, as experience and volume grow over time. High-grade patients suffered  

relatively poor outcomes, demonstrating the devastating nature of the disease and persistent 

limitations of care.  
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Abstract  

Introduction 

 

Robotic navigation (RN) techniques aim to improve accuracy and reduce radiation exposure to clinicians; however, 

efficacy has not been thoroughly reported. This study aims to compare RN to conventional open (CO) techniques in 

a cadaveric lab setting. Blank blank blank balnk blank blank blankl anog gnoa anof wnow bnow nobwnowboqfbow  

 

Methods 

 

Ten surgeons (five neurological, five orthopedic) each inserted eight pedicle screws (n=80) from T10-L2 (RN-left, 

CO-right), following pedicle exposure. The RN included a camera with spatial tracking markers and a semi-active, 

rigid robotic arm. Intraoperative computed tomography (CT) scans were acquired and uploaded to the planning 

software; clinicians were not exposed to radiation during CT scans. Recorded time included exposure, setup,  

incisions, drilling, probing, tapping, and screw insertion. Pedicle breaches were graded: Grade I < 2mm; 2mm ≤ 

Grade II < 4mm; 4mm ≤ Grade III, perforations < 6mm; Grade IV ≥ 6mm (Figure 1).  

 

Results 

 

Mean recorded time was 24.7±7.0 minutes for CO and 41.4±8.8 minutes for RN (p<0.001). RN required 28.1 

minutes of robot setup, intraoperative CT, and instrument verification. Screw insertion times for CO and RN were 

3.1±1.0 and 3.3±1.4 minutes, respectively; p=0.650). Clinicians were exposed to 24.1±25.8 intraoperative fluoro-

scopic images necessary for CO screw placement; RN required no imaging following the initial scan 

(p=0.009). Lastly, the CO technique resulted in a 32.5% (13/40) grade 2 or higher breach rate; RN resulted in no 

breaches greater than grade 1 (p=0.003). RN observed a significant increase in screw length in comparison to CO

(46.1±4.1 and 44.0±3.8 mm, p=0.027); no differences were observed between screw diameters (p=0.389).  

 

Conclusion 

 

The use of RN in a cadaveric setting significantly improved pedicle screw accuracy and eliminated surgeon  

radiation exposure. Setup of the RN system did significantly extend procedural time, but the insertion time  

per screw was not significantly different. Blank bnanoa nowf nog wo ntwohow tnwot howt how tow bownow   
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Abstract  

Introduction 

 

The benefits of minimally invasive surgery (MIS) in spine have been reported in the literature. Robotic navigation 

(RN) techniques are being utilized in MIS and are hypothesized to improve accuracy and reduce clinician radiation 

exposure over conventional fluoroscopy-guided percutaneous (CP) screw placement. nk blank balnk blank blank 

blankl anog gnoa anof wnow bnow nobwnowboqfbow  

Methods 

 

Eighty screws (8 each) were inserted by ten surgeons (five neurological, five orthopedic) from L2-L5 in cadavers 

(RN-left, CP-right). RN included spatial tracking markers and a semi-active, rigid robotic arm. Intraoperative  

computed tomography (CT) scans were acquired and uploaded to the planning software; clinicians were not  

exposed to radiation during CT scans. Recorded time for both techniques included setup, incisions, drilling,  

probing, tapping, and screw insertion. Pedicle breaches were graded: Grade I < 2mm; 2mm ≤ Grade II < 4mm; 

4mm ≤ Grade III, perforations < 6mm; Grade IV ≥ 6mm (Figure 1).  

 

Results 

 

CP required an average 36.0±7.0 minutes; RN required 32.6±3.5 min per four screws (p= 0.196). RN required 

18.3 minutes of setup – including draping, instrument verification, anatomy registration, and screw trajectory 

planning. RN significantly reduced screw insertion time in comparison to CP (3.6±0.4 and 7.6±2.0 minutes,  

respectively; p< 0.001). Clinicians were exposed to an average of 108 intraoperative fluoroscopic images  

necessary for traditional screw placement; robotic navigation required no images following the initial scan (p< 

0.001).  CP resulted in a 17.5% (7/40) grade 2 or higher breach rate; RN included no breaches greater than grade 

1 (p= 0.003). Screw dimensions were significantly longer (p=0.027) and larger diameter (p<0.001) for RN. 

 

Conclusion 

 

BlaMIS RN significantly improved pedicle screw accuracy compared to MIS CP placement. Clinician radiation  

exposure was eliminated, and screw insertion time was also reduced for MIS RN. nk bnanoa nowf nog wo ntwohow 

tnwot howt how tow bownow   
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Abstract  
 

Introduction 

 

Myelopathy can result from a thoracic disc herniation (TDH) compressing the anterior spinal 

cord. Disc calcification and difficulty in accessing the anterior spinal cord pose an operative 

challenge. A mini-open lateral approach to directly decompress the anterior spinal cord can be 

performed with or without concomitant interbody fusion.  

 

Methods 

 

A retrospective chart review of all patients with thoracic and upper lumbar myelopathy  

treated with a mini-open lateral approach was done.  

 

Results 

 

Ten patients were treated between 2016 to 2018. The approach was retropleural in 80% and 

transpleural in the remaining patients. A lateral interbody fusion with placement of an  

expandable cage was done in 9 patients. Average post-operative length of stay was 7 days. 

Myelopathy symptoms improved in all patients. Complications consisted of 3 pleural effusions 

and one intercostal neuralgia. One patient had cage subsidence due to intraoperative endplate 

disruption. Mean post-operative follow-up was 7.4 months and no case of pseudoarthosis was 

documented.  

Using and expandable cage for the interbody arthrodesis was found to offer potential  

advantages: expansion of the cage provides immediate stability so supplemental anterior  

instrumentation can be avoided and migration of the cage in the canal or laterally does not 

occur.  

Review of the literature identified 6 case series using similar minimally invasive approaches to 

treat thoracic or upper lumbar disc herniation in 136 patients. Interbody fusion with static 

cage placement with or without supplemental anterior instrumentation was reported in 102 

patients.  The most reported complication was intraoperative cerebrospinal fluid leak.  

 

Conclusion 

 

The minimally invasive lateral approach is gaining acceptance as an effective and safe  

decompression procedure for myelopathy and can be combined with interbody arthrodesis 

when instability is suspected. Interbody arthrodesis with an expandable cage can be done 

without supplemental anterior instrumentation.    
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Abstract  

Introduction 

 

Spine surgery instrumentation and techniques have rapidly evolved over the last two decades 

with robot-assisted spine surgery becoming the newest iteration. The Globus ExcelsiusGPS 

device now represents the forefront of spine surgery technology. Previous analyses of other 

extant surgical assistant robots have demonstrated significant improvements in spine surgery 

accuracy and operative efficiency. However, some systems have also shown increased  

fluoroscopy radiation exposure, nontrivial rates of procedure abortions in osteodystrophic  

patients and increased operative time. Our study will assess the ExcelsiusGPS system in a 

multicentric prospective fashion. 

 

Methods 

 

Tulane University has enrolled in a multicenter prospective study to evaluate the accuracy and 

efficacy of the ExcelsiusGPS system in pedicle screw placement, kyphoplasty correction, and 

cement extravasation in vertebral body augmentation surgeries. To adequately power the 

study, we anticipate enrollment time for the pedicle screw arm to take 1.5 years and 3.0 

years for the kyphoplasty arm with preliminary results available as early as next year.  

Patients will receive routine pre- and post-operative care and the study will be blinded to the 

assessor with 1-year patient follow-up. 

 

Results 

 

Preliminary unpublished studies utilizing the ExcelsiusGPS device have demonstrated superior 

accuracy of pedicle screw placement, with clinically acceptable placement in 100% of cases. 

The largest meta-analysis to date reports placement accuracy of 90.3% of pedicle screws via 

freehand placement and 95.2% in navigation-assisted placement with other robotic  

technologies. Additionally, rates of cannula placement in vertebral body augmentation such as 

vertebroplasy and kyphoplasty and tumor resection remain previously unstudied in  

robot-assisted spine surgery 

 

Conclusion 

 

Preliminary data suggests that the ExcelsiusGPS has the potential to significantly improve 

pedicle screw placement, improve cannula placement for vertebral body augmentation  

procedures and to meaningfully impact spine tumor resection. We offer a preliminary look at 

this potential with anticipated preliminary results as early as next year. 
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Abstract  

A care pathway is a complex intervention for the decision-making and organization 

of care processes for a well-defined group of patients during a well-defined  

period.  The Elective Craniotomy for Tumor Pathway was designed to streamline care for  

patients having elective craniotomies that are unlikely to have complications.  Our experience 

has shown that we can effectively streamline the care of patients on the pathway, with  

decreases in both length of stay and total cost, as well as improvements in quality outcomes 

and overall patient care.  
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Abstract  
 

Introduction 

 

There has been a surge in the number of Nationwide Inpatient Sample (NIS) database studies 

in Neurosurgery. These studies have attracted its publication in high impact journals. There is a 

significant discrepancy in the outcome endpoints of these studies in relation to the actual  

disease pathology and its natural course. Objective of our study was to critically assess the  

viability of these studies in relation to Cerebral Aneurysms and provide relative reliability and 

extrapolation to neurosurgical patient population.  

 

Methods 

 

We conducted a literature search from Jan 1995 to December 2017 using a standard PRISM  

criteria and databases including Pubmed, Google Scholar, EMBASE, Ovid Medline, and 

Cochrane. After screening, thirty-one studies were selected for critical analysis. Critical  

appraisal chart was formulated using modification of Strengthening the Reporting of  

Observational Studies in Epidemiology, The Reporting of studies Conducted using  

Observational Routinely-collected Health Data and JAMA-Surgery Checklist.  

 

Results 

 

Aneurysmal sub-arachnoid hemorrhage outcomes have been reported and compared across  

different treatment groups without controlling for WFNS Grade, Fisher Grade, vasospasm,  

Intraventricular hemorrhage, aneurysm location/size/morphology in all the studies reporting 

‘outcome’. Ultra-early interventional studies are misleading in the setting of aneurysmal  

rupture which don’t control for transfer status (only available for 2 years in NIS database).  

External validation points for assessing the outcomes cannot compare to what the model of 

standard randomized or prospective studies have provided so far. Missing data analysis is a  

statistical tool which again represents extreme heterogeneity in the data analysis for its valid 

extrapolation to the neurosurgical population. 74 % of the studies were published in high  

impact factor neurosurgery journals (Impact Factor >3). The mean lag between the year of 

publication and the years studied was 7.5 years (90 months).  

 

Conclusion 

 

NIS database studies looking at Cerebral Aneurysms typically lag behind 7.5 years. Majority of 

the studies were published in top two neurosurgical journals. Lack of significant external  

validation and significant heterogeneity in the missing data analysis raises serious questions in 

universal extrapolation of these studies.   
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Abstract  
 

 

Introduction 

 

In 2010 the joint commission implemented guidelines and established national patient safety 

goals to help reduce surgical site infections. Neurosurgery surgical site infections (SSI) occur in 

up to 12% of procedures. Neurosurgery SSI are expensive with an estimated cost/case of 

$24,8531. SSI are not only costly, but they burdensome on the individual patient and the 

healthcare system.  This project was designed to standardize the perioperative management of 

cranial neurosurgery patients and reduce cranial surgery site infections. 

 

Methods 

 

Using a Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle quality improvement methodology, we identified evidence-

based methods for standardizing the perioperative management of cranial neurosurgery  

patients. We reviewed data from then pre-intervention cohort (January 1,2018-June 14,2018) 

and compared it to the post-intervention cohort (June 15,2018- November 26,2018). Our  

intervention included: a standardized perioperative antibiotic administration for 24 hours,  

topical vancomycin application, Jackson-Pratt drain placement when applicable, and sterile field 

modification to reduce contamination.  A pre-intervention and post-intervention analyses of age, 

sex, and infection rate were performed.  

 

Results 

 

In the pre-intervention cohort, there were 48 surgeries meeting inclusion criteria, the mean age 

was 53.9 years +/-18.8, the patients were 62.5% female, and there were 7 infections 

(14.58%). In the post-intervention cohort, there were 51 surgeries meeting inclusion criteria, 

the mean age was 59.9 years +/- 14.2, the patients were 54.9% female, and there was 1  

infection (1.96%). There was a 96% protocol utilization rate.  

 

Conclusion 

 

The implementation and utilization of a standardized perioperative protocol is effective in  

reducing neurosurgery surgical site infections and reducing healthcare cost and utilization.  
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Abstract  

Introduction 

 

Unique socioeconomic challenges and opportunities exist for military neurosurgeons. We focus 

on the reserve military neurosurgeon who carries the dual mission with both civilian and  

military responsibilities.   

 

Methods 

 

Survey solicitation of current and reserve military neurosurgeons was performed via the AANS/

CNS Joint Committee of Military Neurosurgeons and the CSNS. Civilian neurosurgical provider 

data was taken from the 2016 NERVES Socio-economic Survey. 

 

Results 

 

75% (12/16) of current reserve neurosurgeons are pleased with their military service with  

feelings of patriotism (86.7%), camaraderie (66.7%), and pride in taking care of the military 

patients (93.8%). 75% (12/16) of reserve neurosurgeons have deployed, of which, 91.7% 

(11/12) found the experience rewarding.   

Those who served in the reserves were desired opportunities for improvement in the military 

workflow requirements (p=0.04).  13/14 (92.8%) of reserve neurosurgeons desired more  

flexible military drill programs. 

Economic modeling was done to forecast the impact of deployment or mobilization on the  

reserve neurosurgeon, neurosurgery practice, and the community. During a neurosurgeon’s  

reserve commitment he/she has a 75% chance of deploying. This can result in less new patient 

encounters, decreased collections, decreased wRVU generation, and increased operating costs 

per neurosurgeon. 91.7% of deployed reserve neurosurgeons noted the experience to be  

rewarding despite, on average, seeing a 20% reduction in income during the fiscal year of a six-

month deployment. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Reserve neurosurgeons make substantial contributions to the military’s neurosurgical  

capabilities with the majority of current military reservists having deployed during their  

commitments. By our modeling, the impact of deployment on the military neurosurgeon,  

neurosurgeon’s practice, and the local community can be significantly mitigated by a larger 

practice environment.  
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Abstract  

 

Introduction 

 

This study aims to determine whether there is a gender-related bias in the promotion of men 

vs. women to higher academic ranks (associate/full professor).  

 

Methods 

 

A list of the top 50 U.S. neurosurgical programs was obtained from the US News and World  

Report ranking of Best Graduate Schools. An internet-based search of departmental websites 

was performed to identify the following: sex, academic rank, H-index, and year of medical 

school graduation. Binary logistic regression analysis was used to determine characteristics  

associated with achieving rank of associate/full professor.  

 

Results 

 

Of the 875 academic neurosurgeons sampled, 81 (9%) were women. The proportion of women 

decreased with increasing academic rank: instructor or clinical instructor (20%), assistant  

professor (12%), associate professor (12%), and full professor or chairman (4%) (p<0.001). 

Factors associated with associate/full professor status included years in practice [OR 1.14 (95% 

CI 1.11-1.16)], H-index [OR 1.05 (95% CI 1.03-1.08)], and number of publications [OR 1.01 

(95% CI 1.03-1.08)]. There was no significant difference between the H-index of men and 

women at the rank of associate or full professor. Sex was not significantly predictive of  

associate/full professor status (p=0.37).  

 

Conclusion 

 

While this study did not find gender to be a significant factor in academic promotion, it found 

that women are equally qualified for promotion as their male counterparts, yet notably  

underrepresented in higher academic ranks of Professor and Chairman. The number of women 

matriculating in neurosurgical residency is increasing (16.3% in 2016 as compared to 12.7% 

from 2000-09), and therefore the future for women holding higher academic and leadership  

positions is promising.  
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Abstract  

 

Introduction 

 

Describe six cases of medically intractable Parkinson's disease treated with unilateral laser  

interstitial thermal therapy (LITT) pallidotomy performed under real-time MRI guidance.  

 

Methods 

 

Medically intractable Parkinson's disease is a common and difficult clinical situation.  Deep brain 

stimulation (DBS) decreases symptoms, but not all patients are candidates socially or medically.  

Pallidotomy has been accomplished with multiple modalities, all of which falter on key aspects 

of patient satisfaction.  Specifically, radiofrequency and ultrasound lesioning require  

intra-procedural testing, ultrasound requires specific skull/scalp depth, and radiosurgery  

requires frame placement coupled with a delay to achieve tremor control.  As the population  

ages and economic concerns mount, there is increasing demand for a procedure that meets the 

following criteria: 1. No hardware, 2. no titration, 3. fast and long-lasting results, 4. no patient 

participation in procedure, 5. minimal incision, and 6. minimal recovery. Blank blank blank banl   

 

Results 

 

All patients had an acute decrease in symptoms immediately post-operatively, which has been 

sustained through the short-term.  Incisions were minimal.  The decrease in resting tremor, 

slowness, and stiffness has resulted in improved daily function, including hygiene, eating,  

drinking, and sleeping in all patients.  No patient had a permanent, disabling side effect of  

pallidotomy.  One patient had mild transient right-sided weakness that was not functionally  

disruptive and resolved over a few weeks.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Long-term outcomes for this procedure have yet to be established.  Limitations  

notwithstanding, laser pallidotomy may be a useful alternative to other methods for medically 

intractable Parkinson's disease in patients otherwise unsuitable for DBS.  
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Abstract  

Introduction 

 

Mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (mTLE) is the most common form of focal epilepsy in adults, and is  

particularly difficult to treat pharmacologically. As a result, animal models have been developed to study 

the pathology of this disease by various methods. Intrahippocampal kainic acid (KA) administration is a 

known method, which induces spontaneous epileptogenesis by acting as an agonist for neuronal kainate 

receptors.  

 

Objectives 

 

The aim of this project is to develop a reliable murine model for mTLE which induces persistent  

epileptogenesis. We currently use 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) to pharmacologically induce seizure activity, 

which results in a predictable but temporary seizure response. The persistent epileptogenesis provided by 

KA administration will more closely mimic the spontaneous seizure activity associated with mTLE. In  

addition, we aim to examine KA induced seizures with respect to time and total events.  

 

Methods 

To establish a mTLE murine model, kainic acid was injected to attempt to induce epileptogenesis in two 

Kv1.1 (voltage-gated potassium channel 1.1) heterozygous mice. Intrahippocampal injections were done 

in conjunction with depth electrode implantation for recording. Solutions of kainic acid were made by  

dissolving KA in 0.9% sterile saline (10mM). For each mouse, a single 100nL dose of kainic acid was  

stereotactically injected into the dorsal hippocampus under general anesthesia. Mouse 1 was injected in 

the right hippocampus, and mouse 2 was injected in the left hippocampus. Post-injection  

electroencephalography (EEG) coupled with video monitoring was done for a total of 11 sessions, each 

session lasting 3-4 hours. Recording sessions were done out to 35 days post-injection. Seizure activity 

was classified as electrographic seizures (ES), which do not demonstrate behavioral changes, while  

seizures with behavioral changes (convulsive) were classified according to Racine’s scale (RS 1-5). 

 

Results 

 

Following hippocampal KA injection, a total of 80 seizure events were recorded. 65 seizures (81%) were 

electrographic seizures, and most convulsive seizures were RS-3 seizures (single forelimb clonus). Only 

one seizure was captured in early recordings (post-injection day 1). All other seizures were captured after 

day 20. Mouse 1 had a total of 64 seizures, while Mouse 2 had a total of 16 seizures.  

 
Conclusion 

 
Through the direct hippocampal injection of kainic acid into Kv1.1 mice, we were able to successfully  

observe seizure activity on video-EEG. Moreover we have demonstrated a sufficient dose to inject and 

have observed a general temporal timeline for expected seizure activity. Mice will be sacrificed and  

histology will be done to confirm injection location as well as changes on the cellular and molecular level. 

Upcoming endeavors should include injecting more mice, specifically the parvalbumin (PV) expressing 

mice. In addition, we plan to inject serially higher doses of kainic acid (150, 200nL) to determine the 

most effective dose. Ultimately, we plan to couple this technique with optogenetic techniques to better 

study mTLE and identify potential therapeutic targets. This could, in turn, better guide both  

pharmacologic and surgical treatment of mTLE.  
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Abstract  
 

Introduction 

 

Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) is a disabling form of constant and intense chronic 

pain involving a limb. Failed back surgery syndrome (FBSS) is chronic back pain following 

back surgery.  After failing medical therapy, spinal cord stimulation (SCS) can be attempted. 

Burst stimulation is a novel concept applied recently to treat chronic pain through SCS. The 

waveform is delivered in packets and made up of closely spaced high-frequency electrical  

impulses followed by an inter-burst interval. The impulses are thought to travel to the  

thalamus to treat sensory, affective, and attentional components of neuropathic pain by  

targeting both the somatosensory cortex and the limbic system. A case of FBSS and CRPS, 

who failed to have prolonged relief with high frequency SCS, was treated successfully with a 

combination of arthrodesis revision and SCS burst therapy.  

 

Case Presentation blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blan 

 

A 50-year-old female presented one year after L5-S1 posterior instrumentation and  

posterolateral arthrodesis for spondylolisthesis with disabling Type I CRPS of her left foot and 

back pain. A T9-T10 high frequency (10 kHz) SCS trial followed by permanent paddle lead 

placement at T9-10 provided more than 50% foot pain relief resulting in improved range of 

motion. However, worsening back pain and pseudoarthrosis mandated a revision of her prior 

arthrodesis 6 months after SCS surgery. Postoperative improvement in back pain was noted 

but her left leg pain became worse despite SCS reprogramming. 2 months later, she  

underwent placement of a different paddle lead at T12 and a new pulse generator using burst 

therapy. This resulted in complete resolution of foot pain. She remains pain-free five months 

post-operatively.    

 

Conclusion 

 

In selected patients with FBSS and CRPS, revision of arthrodesis combined with SCS may be 

needed to achieve adequate pain relief. In this case of CRPS, SCS using burst therapy at T12 

was superior then high frequency stimulation at T9-10 for foot pain relief. Patients presenting 

with FBSS and CRPS can benefit from a combination of arthrodesis revision and SCS to 

achieve a good outcome.  
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Abstract  

Introduction 

 

Mechanical thrombectomy (MT) is now the gold standard for the treatment of large vessel  

occlusions (LVO) in acute ischemic stroke (AIS). However, there exists some hesitancy in  

treating the elderly population due to a greater propensity for complication rates and a greater 

number of comorbidities compared to younger patients. Here we present clinical outcome 

measures after treating a cohort of patients aged 75 and above. Blnak blank anolano wno   

 

Methods 

 

In this retrospective study, we identified 44 elderly patients who underwent MT between  

January-December 2016 at a single institution. We defined elderly as age 75 and above.   

Intervention types were categorized into three different groups: aspiration catheter (AC), stent 

retriever (ST), and a combination (AC/ST). We analyzed NIH Stroke Scale (NIHSS)  

admit-discharge difference, TICI score, and 90-day modified Rankin Scale (mRS-90) for  

comparative clinical outcomes. ANOVA and two-sample t-test were used for differences between 

and within groups, respectively.  

 

Results 

 

Age means were 84.7 (AC, n= 27), 81.2 (ST, n= 6), and 85.3 (AC/ST, n= 9), p= 0.25. mRS-90 

means between groups were 3.2 (AC), 4 (ST), and 4.5 (AC/ST), p=0.6. However, low power in 

the ST and AC/ST groups limited this data point. Mean TICI scores were 2b for both AC and ST, 

and 2 for AC/ST, p= 0.58. NIHSS admit-discharge difference means were 9.5 (AC), 11.7 (ST), 

and 4.6 (AC/ST), p=0.19. Of note, mean admit and discharge NIHSS for AC, AC/ST, and ST 

were 16 and 6.75 (p<0.05), 18.8 and 13.3 (p< 0.05), and 22 and 9.5 (p= 0.09), respectively. 

The ST group statistical significance was limited by low power.  

 

Conclusion 

 

There is hesitancy in current literature towards employing MT for elderly AIS patients. 

We demonstrate that when properly selected, elderly patients may benefit from LVO  

recanalization via MT as evidenced by significant decrease between admit and discharge 

NIHSS seen in the AC and AC/ST groups.  
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Introduction 

 

Mechanical thrombectomy for acute ischemic stroke (AIS) includes the use of direct catheter  

aspiration (AC) or stent retriever (ST) under fluoroscopic guidance.  While both are proven to be 

effective treatment modalities, no studies have directly compared radiation exposure between 

these two techniques. In this study, we study the radiation exposure to operators.  

 

Methods 

 

In this retrospective study, we identified 90 patients who underwent mechanical thrombectomy 

between January-December 2016 at our institution.  There were three groups based on  

intervention type: aspiration catheter (AC), stent retriever (ST), and a combination (AC/ST). We 

measured hospital length of stay (LOS), fluoroscopy time, radiation dose, TICI score, and 90-

day modified Rankin Scale (mRS-90) for clinical outcomes. ANOVA and two-sample t-test were 

used for differences between and within groups, respectively. 

 

Results 

 

Of the 90 patients identified, 9 were lost to follow-up. Age means 69.2 (AC), 69.6 (ST), and 

72.6 (AC/ST), p= 0.74. Mean radiation doses were 7803.9 CGycm2 (AC), 12, 856 CGycm2 

(ST), and 15,396.8 CGycm2 (AC/ST), p= 0.003. Mean fluoroscopy times in minutes were 20.8 

(AC), 41.7 (ST), and 61.2 (AC/ST), p= 0.0001. Mean LOS were 10.8 (AC), 7 (ST), and 13 (AC/

ST) days (p=0.44). mRS-90 was 3.5 (AC), 2 (ST), and 4.1 (AC/ST), p=0.44. Mean TICI scores 

were 2b for both AC and ST, and 2a for AC/ST, p< 0.0001.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Our analysis suggests that AIS patients who undergo AC thrombectomy may be  

exposed to less radiation dosages, corresponding to shorter fluoroscopy times,  

compared to patients who are treated with ST or AC/ST. Device development should  

include the use of more effective tools, considering the lifetime radiation exposure of 

stroke treatment personnel.  
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Abstract  
 

Introduction 

 

Thromboembolic complications constitute a significant source of morbidity following  

neurointerventional procedures. Flow diversion utilizing the Pipeline Embolization Device (PED) 

for the treatment of intracranial aneurysms necessitates the use of dual anti-platelet therapy to 

reduce this risk. The utility of platelet function testing prior to PED placement remains  

controversial.   

 

Methods 

 

A retrospective review of prospectively maintained databases at three academic institutions was 

performed from the years 2009 to 2016 to identify patients with intracranial aneurysms treated 

with PED placement. Clinical and radiographic data were analyzed with emphasis on  

thromboembolic complications and clopidogrel responsiveness.  

 

Results 

 

A total of 402 patients underwent 414 PED procedures for treatment of 465 intracranial  

aneurysms. Thromboembolic complications were encountered in 9.2% of procedures and were 

symptomatic in 5.6%. Clopidogrel non-responders suffered a significantly higher rate of  

thromboembolic complications compared to clopidogrel responders (17.4% vs 5.6%). This risk 

was significantly lower in non-responders who were switched to ticagrelor when compared to 

patients who remained on clopidogrel (2.7 vs 24.4%). In patients who remained on clopidogrel, 

the rate of thromboembolic complications was significantly lower in those who received a 

clopidogrel boost within 24 hours pre-procedure when compared to those who did not (9.8% vs 

51.9%). There was no significant difference in the rate of hemorrhagic complications between 

groups. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Clopidogrel non-responders suffered a significantly higher rate of thromboembolic complications 

when compared to clopidogrel responders. However, this risk appears to be mitigated in non-

responders that were switched to ticagrelor or received a clopidogrel boost within 24 hours pre-

procedure. 
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Abstract  

Introduction 

 

The use and timing of flow diversion for aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) is a highly 

debated subject in cerebrovascular surgery. However, once a decision is made to treat a  

ruptured aneurysm with flow diversion, it is unknown whether timing of flow diversion, early 

(<2 days from SAH ictus) or delayed (2-14 days from SAH ictus), has an impact on the overall 

complication rate. We performed a meta-analysis and systematic review to compare overall 

complication rate between early versus delayed flow diversion for ruptured aneurysms.  

 

Methods 

 

Literature search for all eligible articles was performed using PubMEd, Cochrane and Web of  

Science databases. The primary outcome was the overall complication rate (any complication in 

the perioperative period), and secondary outcomes were (1) hemorrhage and (2) stroke/death 

(all hemorrhagic/ischemic strokes and/or death).  

 

Results 

 

Thirteen articles including 142 patients met inclusion criteria. Eighty-nine (62.7%) patients  

underwent early deployment of flow diverters (i.e., 2 days or less). The odds ratio for overall 

complication rate with early versus delayed flow diversion was 0.95 (95% CI=0.36-2.49, 

p=0.42). The odds ratio for the secondary outcome of hemorrhagic complication for early vs. 

delayed flow diversion was 1.44 (95% CI 0.45-4.52, p=0.87) and of stroke/death was 1.67 

(95%CI 0.5-4.9, p=0.69). The odds ratio of early vs. delayed flow diversion for blister/

dissecting/fusiform aneurysms was 0.82 (95% CI 0.29-2.30) and for saccular/giant aneurysms 

was 2.23 (95% CI 0.17-29.4). At last follow-up, 71.6% of patients had good performance  

status (mRS score 0-2), and the rate of angiographic aneurysm occlusion was 90.2%.  

 

Conclusion 

 

This meta-analysis did not show a difference in overall complication rate between early vs.  

delayed flow diversion for ruptured aneurysms. Early flow diversion for ruptured blister/

fusiform/dissecting aneurysms carries a lower risk of aneurysm rerupture and overall  

complications as compared to that for ruptured saccular/giant aneurysms.  
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Abstract  
 

Introduction 

 

Intradural spinal cord tumors are challenging making adequate intraoperative guidance vital. 

While intraoperative computed tomography(iCT) is routinely performed, magnetic resonance 

imaging(MRI) and diffusion tensor imaging(DTI) of the spine is inherently difficult. In this  

abstract we describe three cases in which iCT was coregistered with MRI and DTI for  

navigational guidance in the resection of intraspinal tumors.  

 

Case 

 

Navigation using co-registered iCT/MRI was employed in the resection of two extramedullary 

thoracolumbar and one intramedullary cervicomedullary tumor. iCT was obtained following 

open midline exposure of bony anatomy. These images were then co-registered to  

pre-operative MRI sequences to allow for optical tracking navigation. In the intramedullary 

tumor, DTI sequences through the brainstem were used for enhanced identification of  

relevant anatomy. Navigational accuracy for all cases was confirmed to be acceptable at the 

level of the posterior bony elements, the dura, and the tumor-parenchyma interface. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The co-registration of pre-operative MR sequences and iCT images allowed for enhanced  

navigation during resection. In the case involving a cervicomedullary subependymoma with 

marked distortion of longitudinal tracts, iCT/DTI navigation allowed for accurate visualization 

of critical structures and facilitated delineation of tumor margins. All patients tolerated the 

procedures well with stable post-operative courses. We describe the use of combined iCT and 

pre-operative MRI/DTI neuronavigational guidance as an effective approach in the resection 

of intradural and intramedullary tumors.  
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Abstract  

 
 

Introduction 

 

While blunt spinal trauma accounts for the majority of spine trauma, penetrating injuries affect 

a substantial number of patients.     

 

Methods 

 

The prospectively maintained trauma database was queried for spinal fractures from 2012-

2018.  Charts from patients with penetrating spine trauma were reviewed.  

 

Results 

 

1,130 patients were evaluated for traumatic spinal fractures. 154 (13.6%) were secondary to 

penetrating injuries. Patients with penetrating injuries were significantly younger (29.2 years vs 

44.1 years, p<.001), higher percentage of males (87.7% vs 69.2%, p <.001) and more  

commonly African American (80.5% vs 33.3%, p <.05). When comparing primary insurers, 

penetrating group having significantly higher percentage of patients covered by Medicaid 

(60.4% vs 32.6% p<.05), prison (3.9% vs 0.1% p<.05), or being uninsured (17.5% vs 10.3%, 

p<.05). Penetrating group had a higher injury severity score on admission (20.2 vs 15.6, 

p<.001), longer hospital length of stay (20.1 days vs 10.3 days, p<.001), and less likely to be 

discharged home (51.3% vs 65.1% p<.05). Of the penetrating injuries, 142 (92.2%) were due 

to firearms. 63 patients (40.9%) with penetrating injuries had a concomitant spinal cord or  

cauda equina injury. Of those, 44 (69.8%) were ASIA A. 10 patients (15.9%) improved at least 

one ASIA grade, while 2 patients (3.2%) declined at least one ASIA grade. 9 penetrating  

patients underwent neurosurgical intervention: 5 for spinal instability, 4 for compressive lesions 

with declining neuro exam and 2 for infectious concerns, with some patients having multiple  

indications. Patients undergoing neurosurgical intervention did not show a significantly greater 

change in ASIA grade when compared to those who did not. No patient experienced a  

complication directly related to neurosurgical intervention.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Penetrating spinal trauma affects a younger, more publicly funded cohort than blunt spinal  

trauma.  These patients utilize more healthcare resources and are more severely injured.   

Surgery is utilized for limiting progression of neurologic deficit, stabilization or infection control. 
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Abstract  

Introduction 

 

An accurate assessment of the GCS in a TBI patient is crucial not only to patient care, but to 

calculation of quality metrics.  Quality metrics are being increasingly emphasized in healthcare, 

being publicly reported and affecting reimbursement.  These metrics are often calculated based 

on data from registries and databases, which are populated by clinician notes in the medical 

record.  Our study looks to determine the accuracy of the GCS in the trauma registry at our  

institution.  

 

Methods 

 

The hospital trauma registry was queried for cases of TBI from 2013-2017.  Patients were  

included if there was a neurosurgery consultation note within 2 hours of patient arrival.  The 

GCS in the trauma registry (tGCS) was compared to the GCS in the neurosurgery note (nGCS).  

Patient demographics, injury mechanism (blunt vs penetrating), injury intent, injury type and 

toxic substances screening (EtOH, marijuana, opiates, cocaine or benzodiazepines) were also 

collected.  

 

Results 

 

468 patients were included.  There was significant difference between the tGCS and nGCS (6.6 

vs 7.9, p<.001) and this was worse in patients with severe TBI (4.4 vs 6.3, p<.001).  This was 

largely driven by a significantly higher number of patients with a GCS of 3 in the trauma group 

(40.2% vs 19.0%, p<.001).  The kappa value for a GCS 3 between the trauma and  

neurosurgery documentation was .392 (p<.001).  Regression modeling found that a higher GCS 

difference was correlated with the presence of a toxic substance (p=.002) and blunt injury 

(p=.04).   

 

 

Conclusion 

 

The documented GCS on arrival to the trauma bay may not truly represent the patient’s level of 

consciousness, demonstrated by a high level of disagreement between the trauma  

documentation and the neurosurgery documentation.  The presence of toxic substances  

amplifies this difference.  This may lead to suboptimal patient care and inaccurate quality  

metrics.   
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Abstract  
 

Introduction 

 

Few studies have been published specifically examining intravenous drug abuse (IVDA)-

associated spinal epidural abscesses (SEAs), and unfortunate sequela of the opioid crisis in the 

United States. This study aims to examine a series of patient with IVDA-associated SEAs in  

order to shed light on this challenging disease entity.     

 

Methods 

 

This study is retrospective chart review of patients presenting with IVDA-associated SEAs at 

University Hospital and University Medical Center from 2013 to 2018. These dates where chosen 

due to the fact that they span the implantation of statewide opioid prescribing restrictions.  

 

Results 

 

A total of 45 patients presented with IVDA-associated SEAs; 46.5% presented with neurologic 

deficit. Thirty-one patients underwent surgery for neurologic deficit, failure of medical therapy, 

or both. Nineteen surgical patients underwent a fusion procedure along with a decompression. 

The complication rate was 41.9% and the mortality rate was 6.7%. The average length of stay 

was 27.6 days. Patients who underwent surgery within 24hours of onset of neurological  

symptoms trended towards more improvement as defined by American Spinal Cord Association 

Impairment Scale grade than those who did not (0.5 versus -0.2, p=0.068). methicillin-

resistant Staphylococcus aureus was isolated as the causative pathogen in 57.8% of patients. 

Twenty-three patients (51.5%) kept their scheduled follow-up appointments. Of the fusion  

patients with adequate follow-up, 5 showed boney arthrodesis and 3 had pseudarthrosis. The 

rate of IVDA-associated SAEs increased after opioid prescribing restrictions were put in place, 

from 0.54 cases per month to 1.115 cases per month (p=0.017). Blnak bnla anknow nowhnow    

 

Conclusion 

 

Patients with IVDA-associated SAEs are challenging to treat due to the systemic nature of the 

disease, high rate of complications, high rate of recurrence of deleterious behaviors, and poor 

follow-up. This disease is increasing in frequency, and the passage of stricter legislation control-

ling the prescription of opioid medications has not slowed the occurrence. Community outreach 

to promote prevention, early medical attention, and medication compliance would benefit the 

prevention, diagnosis and treatment of IVDA-associated SEAs in the largely publicly funded 

population it tends to effect.  


